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What is CRYPTO PHOENIX?

When we founded CRYPTO PHOENIX, we built the first 
token cryptocurrency to combine the real-life usefulness 
of utility tokens with the community based innovation of 
meme tokens. CRYPTO PHOENIX is the world’s first Commu-
Tility token. The project is fully decentralized, relying on our 
vibrant community to create new methods of crypto utility.  
We are a community token with the sole purpose of real-life 
effectiveness. There will never be a donation address. There will 
never be a Patreon-style market fund address. All marketing 
funds will be generated exclusively by burn mechanics.

CRYPTO PHOENIX and all affiliated projects are founded, 
developed, and operated in the United States of America.

CRYPTO PHOENIX was created to utilize the popular burn 
mechanic in unprecedented ways. This never before seen 22% 
burn volume with every transaction will benefit holders with 
rapid deflationary gains. Like the phoenix, when we burn, we 
rise. 73% of the transactional burn falls into the ash pile, never to 
be seen again. 9% of the burn benefits holders directly by being 
distributed directly into your wallets. The remainder of this burn 
volume will be used in marketing, ensuring rapid listings and 
constant growth in popularity.   Lastly, acquisitions are limited 
to 2.5% of the total circulating supply, with individual wallets 
being limited to 5% of said supply, ensuring a fair launch. These 
things, along with community support, will allow CRYPTO 
PHOENIX to gain popularity with vendors on a global scale.
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CRYPTO PHOENIX is dedicated to growing from a nanocoin to a 
real world means of exchange, with both purchasing and staking 
power. We will pursue different pathways and areas our token 
can grow towards with your help and ideas. Step by step, we will 
expand into new listings and staking platforms as we burn our 
way to success. As CRYPTO PHOENIX evolves into a prominent 
staking token, we will retain our position as a future-centric token. 
As we become a megacoin, we are dedicated to finding our place 
as a reserve currency for myriad corporations and nations alike.

The nature of other cryptocurrencies is such that many holders 
will try to manipulate  the currency as  opposed to being in it 
for the long haul. While other tokens struggle with individuals 
who pump the price, sell, and purchase again at a lower price, 
CRYPTO PHOENIX discourages this with an unprecedented 
burn rate. To further discourage this, we have implemented two 
important features. First, we limit the amount of tokens that 
can be bought  at  once to  2.5% of the total circulating supply.  
Second, we put a cap on max tokens one can hold in their 
wallet to 5% of the total circulating supply. While some holders 
will inevitably fall off, CRYPTO PHOENIX will continue to rise.

The Longevity of CRYPTO PHOENIX

The Stability of CRYPTO PHOENIX
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Every action we perform to increase the utility and 
awareness of this token will take the community’s voice into 
consideration. Every choice will be made with your help. Our 
founders will be available and in DIRECT communication 
with the community. Your support is of paramount 
importance to us and the community, through polling and 
discussion, will be instrumental in forging our path ahead.

CRYPTO PHOENIX is nothing without YOUR support. This 
support is deeply appreciated whether it comes from deciding 
to invest in our token, telling your friends, or spreading 
the good word about our project. We are committed 
to showing you and our community that we value your 
support. As a fair launched community token we are all in 
this together. We exist simply because you allow us to. For 
this reason we are committed to helping anyone who values 
our project make significant gains and to change lives. 

Our team is committed to keeping your trust because without 
you we would not have a community to stand with. We will work to 
maintain your trust, keep your funds safe and, most of all, maintain 
a caring community that wants to make gains and wealth as 
a family. Your trust in our project is what drives us forward.

The CRYPTO PHOENIX Community

The CRYPTO PHOENIX Commitment
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CRYPTO PHOENIX is a peer-to-peer cryptocurrency with the 
never before seen built-in BURN protocol. Just hold CRYPTO 
PHOENIX in your wallet, and watch your share of the token grow! 

TOKEN SYMBOL: $CPHX
Max Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 
Burned Supply: 16% of each transaction
Redistribution: 2% of each transaction
Marketing Growth: 4% goes directly into marketing 
and listing fees
Transaction Cap: 2.5% of circulating liquidity
Wallet Cap: 5% of circulating liquidity

CRYPTO PHOENIX Tokenomics
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CRYPTO PHOENIX Road Map
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Q3 2021
• Launch CRYPTO PHOENIX
• CMC Listing
• CG Listing
• Staking power on outside platform
• Audit Release
• Live AMA with the founder of CRYPTO PHOENIX

Q4 2021
• Additional Purchasing Power IR1 (Details to come)
• Community Rewards
• Celebrity Endorsements
• Advanced Listings
• Merch & Guerilla Marketing Chosen by YOU, the CRYPTO 

PHOENIX Community

Q1 2022
• Phoenix Pay - A crypto to local currency payment app for 

all customers and vendors (Details to come)
• Global partnership for use in purchasing (Details to come)
• Use as Reserve Currency (Details to come)
• Additonal Staking Options



By renouncing ownership of the contract, and providing daily 
updates on marketing use, you can rest assured that you 
contribute to the growth of your own assets every time you buy

The information shared in this Ignite Paper is not all-
encompassing or comprehensive and does not in any way 
intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements 
of a contractual relationship. The primary purpose of this 
Ignite Paper is to provide potential investors with pertinent 
information in order for them to thoroughly analyze the 
project and make an informed decision. Prior to your 
participation in CRYPTO PHOENIX, we strongly advocate 
a careful study of this Ignite Paper. Certain statements, 
estimates, and financial information featured in this Ignite 
Paper are based on and take into consideration certain 
known and unknown contingencies and risks which may 
cause the estimated results or may differ factually and 
substantially from featured statements or results extrapolated 
or expressed in such forward-looking statements here-with.

Safety

Disclaimer
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